
21st Century Indigenous Feminism



What is Indigenous Feminism? How is it different from mainstream feminism? 
A fundamental difference between the two is that indigenous feminism in not 
reactionary.

While European societies have been patriarchal and oppressive to women for a long 
time.
The indigenous communities of Turtle Island have been , since very ancient times, to 
some if not most degree matriarchal.

What is today called “Indigenous Feminism” is in reality simply a continuation of our 
rights, privileges and responsibilities as Women of Turtle Island. 



Indigenous feminism is not about attacking or hating men. It is about understand that there are
certain things that women do better. Women are better at consensus building and bringing
 forward collaborative solution to problems caused by the inherent imbalance of the colonial 
Mindset.

The indigenous Nations of the Americas were, for the most part, matriarchal and 
matrilocal. ( let that sink in)
 And , foods developed by indigenous women now feed millions of people around the world, 
potato’s, sweet potato’s, corn, squash and beans, just to name a few. (Three Sisters Garden 
comes to mind)



Without access to these foods, millions would have starved to death long before now.
 Let that sink in. Plants developed by indigenous women now feed the people into 
today's society.
Our grandmothers did not develop these plants to make a profit for some multinational 
corporation, they did it to feed us. Working toward productive sustainable, and collaborative 
solutions to the problems caused by patriarchal and colonial system is what Indigenous 
Feminism is about. 

We lead our communities, we care for our people, we raise our children and at time, we our  
men too. We are the heiresses of a legacy both noble and ancient.



Indigenous Leaders of the Past

My own tribe, the Taino, celebrate the memory of Anacaona, Cacike of Jaragua, on Kisakia, known today as 
Dominica Republic. When Anacaona’s brother died, she succeeded him, and when her husband was captured 
by Columbus’s men and sent to Spain as a slave, she succeeded him too. She continued to work with her 
oppressors in order to keep here people safe as a leader and diplomat, Anacaona was very beautiful and skilled 
in creating songs, poems and dances Despite her kindness, integrity, and generosity she showed the Spaniards, 
the new governor Nicolas de Ovando saw her as a threat. To gain control over the entire island. Ovando 
rounded up all the area’s lesser Chiefs, they were locked in a building an set the building on fire. 
Anacaona was spared, due to her rank. To add injury to insult she was offered clemency in exchange for loyalty 
and she was offered either marriage to one of the Spaniard or as a concubine. She refused and was sentence to 
hang publicly September of 1503

Cacike Anacaona
Golden Flower



Lozen

In the desert of the Southwest, we find Lozen, a great warrior and visionary among the 
Chiricahua people, her brother Victorio about whom people have heard a great deal, 

described her as a shield to her people. She could ride, shoot and fight like a man she had 
more ability in planning military strategy then Victorio. Lozen fought beside Geronimo. 
She believed in her people, and the women and children followed her, when she left to 

help the men fight, she always put a women in charge of the women and children. 



Contemporary Native Women Leaders
A few indigenous women from our time, raise your hand if you know or heard about these women.

Jessica Gordon, Sylvia McAdam, Nina Wilson, or Chief Teresa Spence. What do these women
 have in common? Besides being Indigenous? Together they formed the inspiration and leadership
 of the Idle No More Movement. Idle No More is a shining example of can happen when 
Indigenous Women come together in a spirit of sisterhood and Community. 

What made Idle No More different from other Native movements was the fact, that although
 thousands of men worked and marched  in support of the movement the organizers and leaders
 were mostly Indigenous women.

In 2013 Idle No More was instrumental in 
Organizing the political pressure required
To ensure the passage of the 
Violence Against Women Act
authorization



Wilma Pearl Mankiller
Principal Chief Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma

Wilma, long before she became the first female chief of a Federally Recognized Tribe in 
modern times, and an icon of Indigenous Feminism, she was an ordinary woman, a 
mother with two children. A woman who saw that there was work to be done and 
resolved to do it. She became active in Indigenous causes on the late 60’s and early 70’s 
in California. She worked for the betterment of the her people, clean water, housing, 
and health care. Her life was threaten but she chose to work in the arena of men 
politician and she chose to call them out on the their sexist and racial discrimination 
against indigenous peoples. She served two terms. 

I’ve run into  more discriminated being a 
Women than being a Indian.

We must trust our own thinking, trust
 where we are going and get the job done.

The honor of the people lies at the tracks 
of the Woman.



Berta Caceres
Berta was a Honduran activist died March 3, 2016, co-founded the National Council of 
Popular and Indigenous Organizations of Honduras she devoted 10 yrs. To stop the 
construction of the Agua Zarca Dam. Caceres a member of the indigenous Lenca 
people. She help Lenca communities resist illegal logging and other threats to homes 
and societies. She filed complaints with government authority about a illegal 
construction of a dam. The river and surrounding area’s were both spiritual and 
economically important to the people. She organized a human blockade to the road of 
the construction site. It lasted over a year, she was threaten and charges were filed 
against her and others. Many protester were kidnap or murdered In 2016 she was 
murdered in her own home, for standing up for her community and people.

They fear us because we are fearless

Where basic right are violated, demand
we take action

We have no replacement for our planet
we must worked together for the betterment
Of all our children.



Indigenous women working together around community and sisterhood.

Women supporting and uplifting each other. Avoiding petty disputes that only serve to created
 Division.
Supporting our Indigenous sisters in politics, business and community work.

The Four Freedoms:

● Sexual Autonomy ( it is your decision who you do or do not sleep with)
●

● Reproductive Autonomy ( it is your decision when, or if you have children)
●

● Spiritual autonomy ( it is your decision who you pray to)
●

● Political Autonomy ( it is your decision as to your work and leadership)
●

These four are the foundations of your birthright as an Indigenous Woman, It is of utmost 
importance that we all support each other, both individually and collectively in defending the 
rights and prerogatives inherent in our birthright as Indigenous Women.

●

● In traditional ways, the woman is the FOUNDATION of the family.
She is the backbone of the people. 

●

A people is not defeated until the hearts of it’s women are on the Ground



Indigenous Feminism is not anti-men, rather it is a recognition of our rightful place as the 
foundation of our families and communities 
It is about decolonizing our minds so that we are able to fulfill our responsibility to our ancestors 
and to the ones who come after us. 

It is about ensuring our mental, spiritual and physical health both 
individually and collectively. 
For it is only when the women are healthy that the community as a whole is 
healthy.
The principle rest on seven key points.

1) Communication
2) Responsibility
3) Knowledge
4) Spirituality
5) Self
6) Service
7) Encouragement

My phrase is KISS – Keep it Simple Sister



1. Who is She – Self identification
                                First impression
2. Healthy Women – Spirituality
                                Freedom
                                Self
                                Sisters 
                                Sobriety
                                Simplicity
                                 Service
3. Healthy Mother – Beliefs
                               Support
                               Freedom
                               Assurance
                               Request
                               Reflect
                               Listen
4. Healthy Children – Safety
                                   Love
                                   Food
                                   Shelter
                                   Spiritual growth
                                   Encouragement
                                   Opportunity

5. Healthy Traditions – Knowledge
                                             Responsibility
                                             Integrity
                                             Respect
                                            Commitments
                                            Life
                                           Actions
6. Healthy Community- Communication
                                             Participation
                                             Sharing
                                             Knowledge
                                             Traditions
                                             Healing
                                            Planting
7. Healthy Environment & Future – Water
                                                 Air
                                                 Earth
                                                 Responsibility
                                                Communication
                                                Knowledge
                                                Involvement



Balance and sustainable development requires healthy, empowered and autonomous women. 

In general and Indigenous women in particular, carry within our DNA the ability to bring 
forward balanced idea’s and solutions.

First and foremost , Earth is a woman, Hence Mother Earth. There is a reason why so many 
indigenous communities are matriarchal Only a woman can give birth and be a mother,. Only 
women are connected to the cycle of Grandmother moon.
We are the balance. Moon balances Sun, Earth balances Air, and Water balances Fire. 



In closing I would like to remind everyone, that the Corn Mother Selu was a woman in Cherokee 
beliefs. The Sacred Pipe was brought to the Lakota by a the Buffalo Calf Woman, Atabey is known 
to the Taino People as the mother of earth and water. 
What do all these figures have in common? They teach us that when there is change, women must 
lead Men, though we love them cannot teach us this, Only a woman can teach a women’s 
medicine. It is women’s medicine that will help us build a sustainable future..
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